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flLIGHT AND DARK
IN T H E SECOND PART O F HER SER IES, ANN WITHERIDGE CON T INU ES H ER EXP LORATI ON
OF T HE KEY CO N CE PT S OF ART ISTIC PRACT ICE W ITH A LOOK AT MAS.SAND VAL UE S
hen we think of drawing,
most people imagine
lines. But once the line is
complete, what is the next step? In
drawing and oil painting we talk of
mass and, in particular, mass in
values. Mass describes shapes rather
than lines; value describes light or
dark. Light in relation to dark creates
form . Another term is tones or
mid-tones - the shift from light to dark.
The value range can be limitless,
although in drawing and painting we
often simplify to nine values and even
that can seem excessive. Often, the
fewer values we use, the more
powerful and sophisticated the image
appears. The Italian word is
chiaroscuro, which translates as
light (chiaro) and dark (scuro) .
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THE SHADOW EDGE
As a painter you can underplay values
and focus on line and accent, or
colour patterns and relationships, but
it is essential to understand -how
values are used to create form,
drama, and to compose. The shadow
edge is where the form turns from
light into dark. The placement need

not be any less defined and specific
than the contour edge. After all , a
contour edge does not exist in real
terms. If we think of a piece of fruit or
a ball, there is no real plane change.
The line we draw as contour is just a
relationship of one value against
another. If we put a strong light source
on an object, we can sometimes see
the shadow edge and not the contour
edge. Paintings are often much more
exciting if we find the shape through
value patterns - shapes of light and
dark - than subject matter.
Perception is such that our initial
understanding of form is through our
intellectual senses rather than visual
faculties. We want to draw the subject
based on what we think we know. The
artist's challenge is to recover the
"innocent eye" and contemplate the
visual information as an abstract
arrangement of value shapes.
Using values to create form is what
we call mass drawing: finding shapes
of values, rather than line, to create
an image. Charcoal is the perfect
medium for mass drawing. Unlike a
pencil , it can be applied on its side
and with a tip, much like a paintbrush.

If your aim is to learn oil painting, a
mass media , it makes sense to start
with charcoal: it is cheap, malleable
and will work as line and mass.

BALANCING VALUES
When composing a picture, try not to
think about subject matter. Instead,
make the image balance with values
and value patterns. You don't want it
to be all dark or all light. Try to be clear
about your value pattern. Your taste
may be for a subtle value range or
powerful lights and darks. There isn't
a correct style or taste, but it is
important to establish your values,
whether you are true to them ,
underplay or exaggerate them. The
most common mistake is to
overanalyse, so lighter darks become
the same in value as the darker lights.
This is called over-modelling and can
make an image appear flat.
Values are important and give us
access to a range of possibilities. As
is often said : "Values do all the work
and yet colour gets all the glory."
Ann Witheridge teaches at London Fine
Art Studios. www.londonfineartstudios.
corn; www.annwitheridge.com
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This is a wonderful medium to
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stop-out. The reduction of value

there are only

patterns becomes not only a

three values.

matter of choice but a necessity.

The trees are the
dark, the sky and
water are the
lights. I burnished
th e etching plate
a little to create
th e extra light of
th e sun .
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THREE GREYS
Grey figs, oil on canvas, 10x12cm

If you mix your leftover paints, you can

etching, ink on

get a wonderful range of greys. I spotted

paper, 7.6x7.6cm

these figs and thought that they would
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be a good use for my leftover paint.

etching there are

The painting is all about greys and value

four values. The

shifts. On a simple level, there are only

sky and rooftops

three values : darks, mid-tones and the

are the highest

slightest bit of light.

light. There are two
mid-tones for the
trees and ground.
For the darkest
value, I etched the
dark accent lines.
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REMOVING COLOUR
Teapot, oil on canvas, 12x15cm

I removed the real colour and painted
with transparent red oxide and white.
The object is no longer the subject. By
removing the true colours, the values
become the subject. The highest light
and the greatest value contrasts are in
the background.
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SIMPLIFYING A
STREET VIEW

Street scene, oil on canvas , 15x22cm
A street view can seem quite daunting.
There is so much drawing: shapes,
colours and values. This is when we
must remind ourselves that we are not
architectural draughtsmen. We can select
the information that we include. I reduced
the values and colours to find the essence
of the image, emphasising the light of
the sky against the dark of the roofline.
I ignored the individual buildings and
windows , and focused on the perspective
of the whole and the roofline.
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